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Abstract

Million of images are transferred everyday across the network. Some of these images are confidential and we want these images
to be transferred securely. Cryptography plays a significant role in transferring images securely. The exponentially hard problem to
solve an Elliptic Curve Discrete Logarithm Problem with respect to key size of Elliptic Curve Cryptography, helps in providing a
high level of security with smaller key size compared to other cryptographic technique which depends on integer factorization or
Discrete Logarithmic problem. In this paper, we implement the Elliptic Curve cryptography to encrypt, decrypt and digitally sign
the cipher image to provide authenticity and integrity.
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V.
Peer-review under responsibility of organizing committee of the Eleventh International Multi-Conference on Information
Processing-2015 (IMCIP-2015).
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1. Introduction

A lot of information is perceived when we observe an image. Images have become an inevitable source of
information. Everyday we come across various image from various sources. When images are confidential and we
want the image to be transferred safe and securely, cryptography comes into play. The cryptographic technique which
we have implemented in this paper is the Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC). Various study on ECC has concluded
that the difficultly to solve an Elliptic Curve Discrete Logarithmic Problem is exponentially hard with respect to the
key size used. This property makes ECC a very good choice for encryption/decryption process compared to other
cryptographic techniques which are linearly difficult or sub exponentially difficult. ECC is a public key cryptography
which was developed by Neal Koblitz and Victor S. Miller independently in the year 1985. ECC gains wide acceptance
around 2004.

1.1 Mathematical operation

Some of the mathematical operation that we will be using while performing the implementation of the image
encryption/decryption using Elliptic Curve Cryptography are described here.
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Fig. 1. (a) Point addition; (b) Point subtraction; (c) Point doubling.

1.1.1 Point addition

In Elliptic Curve Cryptography, operations are performed on the coordinate points of an elliptic curve. To perform
addition of two distinct point coordinate the following calculation is used. Figure 1(a) shows graphical representation
of point addition.

P(x1, y1) + Q(x2, y2) = R(x3, y3) (1)

x3 = (λ2 − x1 − x2) mod p (2)

y3 = (λ(x1 − x3) − y1) mod p (3)

where

λ = (y2 − y1)

(x2 − x1)
mod p (4)

1.1.2 Point subtraction

To perform point subtraction, get a mirror coordinate of the subtracted point along x-axis and perform point addition
on the resulting coordinate and the other coordinate. Figure 1(b) shows graphical representation of point subtraction.

P(x1, y1) − Q(x2, y2) = P(x1, y1) + Q(x2,−y2) (5)

1.1.3 Point doubling

Point doubling is perform to add up two points which are same i.e. they have same coordinate value. Figure 1(c) shows
graphical representation of point doubling.

P(x1, y1) + Q(x1, y1) = R(x3, y3) (6)

x3 = (λ2 − 2x1) mod p (7)

y3 = (λ(x1 − x3) − y1) mod p (8)

where

λ = (3x2
1 + a)

(2y1)
mod p (9)

1.1.4 Point multiplication

Multiplication is repeated addition of the base coordinate point. Many algorithm have been develop to perform point
multiplication swiftly. k P = P + P + P + · · · + k times.
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1.2 Encryption and decryption using ECC

Let Alice and Bob be the two communicating party. The communicating parties agrees upon the Elliptic curve
equation and a Generator (G).

y2 = {x3 + ax + b} mod [p] (10)

Suppose Alice want to encrypt a message ‘Pm’ and send to Bob. The cipher text is given by Pc = [kG, Pm + k Pb]
where ‘k’ is a random integer and ‘Pb’ is the public key of Bob computed using the private key of Bob ‘nB’, Pb =
nBG. Bob decrypts the cipher message as, message = [Pm + k Pb − nBkG]. Since Pb = nBG, k Pb and nBkG
cancel each other and ‘Pm’ remains, which is the message sent by Alice.

2. Literature Survey

Darrel Hankerson, Alfred Menezes and Vanstone explained the various elliptic curve arithmetic, issue with
implementation and cryptographic protocols in details1. Lawrence C. Washington provided proofs to various theory
related to elliptic curve2. Jouko Teeriaho shows implementation of various aspect of ECC using Mathematica3.
To securely transfer image across the network various techniques have been develop in recent years using ECC.
Ahmed A, Abd El-Latif and Xiamu Niu presented an image encryption technique using cyclic elliptic curve and
chaotic system. They proposed a technique to generate a pseudo random key stream using cyclic elliptic curve point
and chaotic system which in turn is used for encryption of data stream from the image4. Hong Liu and Yanbing Liu
gave a cryptanalysis of image encryption scheme based on hybrid chaotic system and cyclic elliptic curve. They found
that known-plain text attack and choosing a plain image with all the pixel value 0 can generate the encrypted image5.
S. Maria Celestin Vigila and K. Muneeswaran proposed an algorithm to perform image encryption using ECC6.
They use a coupled Linear congruential generator to generate the private key and a random integer ‘k’. To obtain the
cipher image point multiplication is performed for each pixel value with the generator to fit into the elliptic curve
coordinate. A mapping table is required while performing decryption. Ali Soleymani, Md Jan Nordin and Zulkarnain
Md Ali proposed an encryption technique using Elliptic Curve over Prime Group field7. They created a mapping
table which has values of 0 to 255 along the row and the corresponding row contains the elliptic curve coordinate.
Pixel value of the image are maped onto elliptic curve coordinate using the table and encrypted using the public key
of the receiver. To view the encrypted data as cipher image the table is used again to map the values back to the
range of 0 to 255. S. Behnia, A. Akhavan, A. Akhshani, A. Samsudin proposed a novel image encryption algorithm
using Jacobian elliptic map8. They transform the plain image data matrix into one dimension matrix after operating
with the key which is the initial condition and control parameters. Elements of the matrix are encrypted using an
equation and matrix is reshaped back to original dimension. Li Li, Ahmed A. Abd El-Latif, Xiamu Niu proposed an
encryption scheme using Elliptic curve ElGamal based homomorphic image for sharing secret images9. They selected
the parameter of the elliptic curve to resist Pollard’s rho, isomorphic and Pohlig Hellman attack. The experimental
result indicates that it is better than encryption using RSA and ElGamal. Don Johnson, Alfred Menezes and Scott
Vanstone describe the implementation, related security and interoperability issue of Elliptic Curve Digital Signature
Algorithm10. Lo’ai Tawalbeh, Moad Mowafi and Walid Aljoby presented two ECC based encryption on image. First
one is on selective quantised DCT coefficients and second is on selective bit plane11. Dr. Mamfred Lochter propose
a set elliptic curve domain parameters over a finite prime field12. Ann Hibner Koblitz, Neal Koblitz, Alfred Menezes
describe various ups and down with ECC and people acceptance with time. They also provide the idea of social
construction of technology13. W. Stalling gave a detailed idea of various cryptographic algorithm and network security
idea14. ECC Brainpool15 and NIST (National Institute of Standards and Technology)16 gave various recommended
ECC parameters of various bit sizes. Images that we have used here are obtained from USC-SIPI (University of
Southern California-Signal and Image Processing Institute)17.

3. Problem Statement

Usually image encryption using ECC are performed by mapping the pixel values to Elliptic curve coordinate. For
mapping, a separate look up table is required or used the point multiplication operation of pixel value with Generator
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‘G’ to produce affine coordinate on the elliptic curve. In these cases, mapping table is required while decryption
process to generate the corresponding pixel value from the cipher image. In our algorithm, we work on group of pixels
to reduce the number of computation. The group of pixels are transformed into big integer single digits keeping in
mind that it should not exceed ‘ p’ value which is one of the parameter in elliptic curve equation of finite field. These
big integer values are paired and given as input denoted by ’Pm’ in ECC operation. This operation help us to ignore
the mapping operation and the need to share mapping table between sender and receiver.

4. Proposed Algorithm

To decrease the number of computational steps in ECC operation, we perform two operations defined below.

4.1 Pixel grouping into a single integer

Images are made up of pixels. If cryptographic operation is performed on every single pixel it will take more time
as the number of pixels present is very large. So, it will be a good option to group the pixels together. The number of
pixels to be group depends on the Elliptic Curve parameters used. The larger the parameter of the elliptic curve, the
more pixel can be grouped. For example a 512 bit ECC parameter can group upto 63 pixels together. To get the number
of pixels to be group, find the number of the list, of the base 256 digits in the integer ‘ p’ minus 1. To convert the group
of pixels into a big single integer we have used a function of Mathematica called FromDigits [list of pixels, b] which
take a list of pixels and convert it to base b. We add random 1 or 2 to each pixel to avoid error caused while using
FromDigits function of Mathematica, in case, the first pixel value of the group is 0 and also to provide low correlated
pixel value for the cipher image generated with same pixel value plain image. Pixel value of image in byte form will
range from 0 to 255. So the maximum possible pixel value of the image will be 257 including the 2 we added. So,
we will use base value ‘b’ as 258.

4.2 Getting the group of pixels from the big integer

After the ECC operation the coordinate value will all be in the range of the bit size chosen for the ECC operation.
To generate the cipher image from these coordinates we need to bring it down to 0 to 255 range. We performed using
the IntegerDigits [big integer value, 256] function in Mathematica. It takes as input the big integer values in the range
of the size chosen for ECC operation and with base 256, the output will be a list of values ranging from 0 to 255.
The two function, FromDigits[ ] and IntegerDigits[ ] are inverse of each other so the pixels value are preserved during
the operation.

Mathematical operation on an image is done on the pixels value of the image. So first, we get the pixels value of
the image. The Elliptic curve parameters {a, b, G, p} are agreed between the sender and the receiver. The sender use
the public key ‘Pb’ of the receiver to generate the cipher image from the pixels of the plain image. The receiver
use the private key ‘nB’ which was used to generate the public key, to decrypt the cipher image back to the plain
image.

4.3 Image encryption

1. Get the pixel value of the image to be encrypted and randomly add 1 or 2 to each pixel. Record the number of
channels present in the image.

2. Group the pixels and convert to single large integer value for each group. Number of pixel to be group using
Mathematica is given by gr p = Length [IntegerDigits[p, 258]] − 1

3. Pair up the result obtained from step 2 and store as ‘Pm’ which is the plain message input for the ECC system.
4. Select a random ‘k’ and compute ‘kG’ and ‘k Pb’ where ‘Pb’ is the public key of the receiver.
5. Perform point addition of ‘k Pb’ with each value of ‘Pm’ and store as ‘Pc’ which is the cipher text.
6. Convert the cipher text list from step 5 to value ranging from 0 to 255.
7. Pad left with 0 to each list from step 6 which have less than gr p + 1 number of elements, to make each list equal

in length.
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8. Flatten the list from step 7, group them according to the number of image channels that we have recorded and
partition them to width of the plain image.

9. Convert the values from step 8 into cipher image.

4.4 Digital signature on cipher image

For performing digital signature we can still use the ECC parameters used for encryption.

1. The sender selects a private key ‘n A’ and generate the public key Pa = n AG.
2. Get the Hash value of the pixel values of the cipher image and store as ‘z’.
3. Sender select a random integer ‘k’ in the range of [1 to n − 1] where n is the cyclic order of the Elliptic Curve

with G as Generator.
4. Compute the digital signature pair {r, s} where

r = {kG} mod [n]x−coordinate (11)

s =
{

z + rn A

k

}
mod [n] (12)

Send kG, cipher image, Digital Signature {r, s}.

4.5 Image Decryption

1. Get the pixel value of the cipher image and group by gr p + 1 number of pixels and form single big integer value
for each group with base 256. Record the number of image channels of the cipher image.

2. Pair up the value obtained from step 1.
3. Perform point multiplication of ‘kG’ with ‘nB’ where ‘nB’ is the private key of the receiver.
4. Perform point subtraction between values from step 2 with value from step 3.
5. Get the value in the range of 0 to 255 from step 4 with base 258 and subtract random 2 from each value.
6. Group the flatten value obtained in step 5 in term of recorded number of image channels of the cipher image and

partition them to the width of the cipher image.
7. Convert the values from step 6 into plain image.

4.6 Verifying the signature

1. Calculate hash value of cipher image pixel value.
2. Obtain

w = 1

s
mod [n] (13)

3. Calculate

u1 = {z ∗ w} mod [n] (14)

u2 = {r ∗ w} mod [n] (15)

4. Compute

{x1, y2} = u1G + u2 Pa (16)

5. If

r == {x1} mod [n] (17)

signature is verified.
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5. Simulation Result of Image Encryption/Decryption with Digital Signature

The implementation is performed on i7 CPU 2.20 GHz lenovo laptop with 8 GB RAM using Mathematica
version 10. The Elliptic curve used here is the 512 bit Standard Elliptic curve given by ECC Brainpool

y2 = {x3 + ax + b} mod [p] (18)

where p = 894896220765023255165660281515915342216260964409835451134459718720005701041355243991
7934304191956942765446530386427345937963894309923928536070534607816947;

a = 629486055797306322766642130647637932407471577062274622713691044545030191428127609802799096
8407983962691151853678563877834221834027439718238065725844264138;

b = 324578900832896705927484958434207791653190900963750191832832366873617917658326349646352512
8488282611559800773506973771797764811498834995234341530862286627;

G = {6792059140424575174435640431269195087843153390102521881468023012732047482579853077545647
446272866794936371522410774532686582484617946013928874296844351522, 659224455524011287332474838
1429610341312712940326266331327445066687010545415256461097707483288650216992613090185042957716
318301180159234788504307628509330};

n = 894896220765023255165660281515915342216260964409835451134459718720005701041341852837898173
0643524959857451398370029280583094215613882043973354392115544169;
Here n is the cyclic order of the Elliptic curve with G as generator

nB = 9619275968248211985332842594956369871234381391917297615810447731933374561248187549880587
917558907265126128418967967816764706783230897486752408974005133;
Here nB is the private key of the receiver.

Pb = {1559093065740956882543031860817394665823645932480056469674323622245113437121180431390259
517423101920956842663682254230910744529800086849324159846843101049, 268762854425619391532292656
0025669768994420507951673523285519876757954361251234973954559362562398273818907771202583044693
743049889636577606972006551975671};
Pb is the public key of the receiver, which is formed using the private key of the receiver, given by point multiplication
of nB and G.

n A = 94268904488832477456261857430572424738096937640789516634942387772947070700232237988829761
59207729119823605850588608460429412647567360897409117209856022401;
n A is the private key of the sender

Pa = {7751118711104829465045639942070807370783729048087156698967198607925487952015814980426998
029149611268753471042619483774234930071545732168049152355189964849, 587350240672765422207591981
4064826101690644152314440390026929837164952123791022623994337003059298201835881846050997641303
954599071246814465886192906194493};
Pa is the public key of the sender.

The sender sends the cipher image along with the Digital Signature calculated with the pixels value of the cipher
image. The public key of the receiver was used to encrypt the image and the private key of the sender was used to
provide digital signature to the cipher image being sent. While decrypting the cipher image, the receiver uses his private
key to decrypt the cipher image. Authenticity provides the proof that the message came for the intended sender and
integrity validates that the message was not altered or changed during the transit. An altered cipher image will generate
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Fig. 2. (a) Plain image of mandrill; (b) Plain image of peppers; (c) Plain image of lena.

Fig. 3. (a) Histogram of mandrill; (b) Histogram of peppers; (c) Histogram of lena.

Fig. 4. (a)Cipher image of mandrill; (b) Cipher image of peppers; (c) Cipher image of lena.

Fig. 5. (a) Histogram of cipher mandrill; (b) Histogram of cipher peppers; (c) Histogram of cipher lena.

a different hash value. To test the authenticity and integrity of the cipher image received, the public key of the sender
and the hash value of the cipher image along with the digital signature {r, s} are used to verify the Digital Signature.

6. Security Analysis

Security analysis of a cryptographic process is an essential process to ensure the strength of the cryptographic
technique. In this section we discuss some analysis of the implemented technique.

6.1 Histogram analysis

Histogram of an image depicts the frequency of each pixels. A good cipher image has a uniform frequency
distribution of the pixel values. Figure 3 and Fig. 5 show the histogram of the plain image and cipher image
respectively. We can see that plain image frequency distribution of pixels varies a lot and the cipher image histogram
is evenly distributed which indicates the goodness of the cipher image generated.
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Fig. 6. (a) Cipher image of house; (b) Decrypted image with correct key nB; (c) Decrypted with key as nB − 1.

Fig. 7. Correlation of adjacent pixel (a) Along horizontal direction for plane image; (b) Along horizontal direction for cipher image; (c) Along
vertical direction for plane image; (d) Along vertical direction for cipher image; (e) Along diagonal direction for plane image; (f) Along diagonal
direction for cipher image.

6.2 Key space

Security of an encryption and decryption depend a lot on the size of the key used. The bigger the key size, the more
it is difficult to perform an attack using Brute Force attack. ECC provides an exponentially difficult Elliptic Curve
Discrete Logarithmic Problem with respect to the key size. In our implementation we have used a 512 bit standard
Elliptic curve which has got an ample key size to provide the necessary security.

6.3 Key sensitivity

A slight change in original key should give a drastic change in the recovered image obtained from the cipher image.
Figure 6 shows the recovered image from cipher image using the correct private key of the receiver and a wrong key
which is just one digit different from the original key.

6.4 Correlation analysis

Normal images that we see everyday have pixel values which have high correlation with their neighbours. A good
cipher image will have a very low correlation to its neighbour pixel value. We randomly choose 3000 pixel values
from the house image and plot the adjacent pixel values, along the horizontal, vertical and diagonal direction shown
in Fig. 7. We can see from the figure that for house image the pixel plot are not spread everywhere while pixel plot of
cipher image are spread everywhere which signifies confusion and diffusion property required for a cipher image.

Correlation coefficient of the RGB color channel along horizontal, vertical and diagonal direction of plane image
and cipher image is given in Table 1 and 2.
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Table 1. Correlation coefficient of pixel for plane image shown in Fig. 6(a).

Component Horizontal Vertical Diagonal

Red 0.946726 0.931007 0.898708
Green 0.920307 0.912032 0.850211
Blue 0.968626 0.952602 0.927192

Table 2. Correlation coefficient of pixel for cipher image shown in Fig. 6(a).

Component Horizontal Vertical Diagonal

Red −0.00672293 0.000402062 0.0147189
Green 0.0177625 0.0175243 −0.00258394
Blue −0.0153138 −0.000152592 −0.0207352

Table 3. Entropy analysis.

Cipher Image Size Entropy

Mandrill 256*260 7.99884
Pepper 512*520 7.99963
Lena 1024*1040 7.99986

Table 4. Speed analysis.

Encryption Decryption Digital Digital Signature
Image Size Time Time Signature Verification

Lena 1024*1024 2.47 sec 1.58 sec 4.37 sec 4.38 sec
Mandrill 512*512 0.79 sec 0.60 sec 1.39 sec 1.37 sec
Peppers 256*256 0.29 sec 0.30 sec 0.48 sec 0.44 sec

6.5 Entropy analysis

Entropy is the measure of degree of randomness. For image encryption, we want the cipher image pixel values to be
highly random. A good cipher image will have an entropy value close to 8. Table 3 shows the various entropy values
of the cipher image.

6.6 Speed analysis

The execution time of encryption and decryption depends on various factor like programming skills, algorithm,
hardware where the program is implemented, size of the image etc. We have implemented the execution using the
parameters we mention on section 4. Table 4 shows the encryption, decryption, digital signature and digital signature
verification execution time.

6.7 Known plain text attack

Assume that an attacker knows the ciphertext, encryption algorithm and one or more plaintext-ciphertext pairs
formed using a secret key. The beauty of ECC in encryption is that, it generates a totally different ciphertext using
the same key with every execution. A random factor ‘k’ comes into computation during the encryption process which
creates the difference in each execution. Figure 8(b) and (c) show the cipher images generated using the same key of
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Fig. 8. (a) Totally black plane image; (b) Cipher image generated on first execution with key nB; (c) Cipher image generated on second run with
key nB; (d) Image difference between the two cipher images.

a totally black image which have all the pixel value as 0, shown in Fig. 8(a). In our algorithm we added random 1 or
2 to each pixels of the image. The random integers helps in generating a low correlated cipher image. The two cipher
images generated cannot be distinguish with our naked eye, so a function is used which shows the difference between
the two cipher images by getting the corresponding absolute difference of the pixels value in Fig. 8(d). An attacker
cannot find the secret key using Known Plain text attack.

7. Conclusion

In the paper we have presented the implementation technique of image encryption/decryption and inclusion of
digital signature to the cipher image to provide authenticity and integrity to the received image. We have performed
our operation by grouping the pixel and explained how many pixel can be grouped according to the ECC parameters.
Pairing of the grouped pixel value was performed instead of mapping those values to Elliptic curve coordinate. It helps
to ignore the used of reference mapping table for encryption and decryption. Our algorithm generates a low correlated
cipher image even with a image which is made up of same pixel value. We have also analysed our technique to support
the strength of the algorithm.
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